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Abstract
Electronic configuration of chemically bound atoms, at the surface or in the bulk of a 
solid, contains the traps for energy absorption provided by the valence band electron 
transitions; the core-level excitation of any origin is coupled with traps forming the mul-
tichannel route for energy dissipation. This chapter displays tracing over these channels 
by means of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and density functional theory (DFT). 
Conformity between energy losses in the XPS spectra and electron transitions in relevant 
unit cells is verified by the examples of the pristine and half fluorinated graphite C
2
F, and 
the Br
2
-embedded C
2
F. Perfect XPS-DFT combination can be useful for material science 
providing exhaustive data on state and geometry of the atoms in a sample, regardless 
the field of its application. The valence band is insensitive to the energy source for its 
excitation. It makes the behavior of energy losses in XPS spectra of the atoms to be a 
descriptor of bonding between these atoms in multicomponent materials. Moreover, the 
state of any component can be tracked through change or invariability of satellites in the 
relevant XPS spectra, obtained in the course of the external influence, thus revealing a 
wear performance of the material.
Keywords: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, photoelectron energy losses,  
valence band, electron transitions, density functional theory
1. Introduction
Fundamental studies in the field of surface science form the grounds for the sustained devel-
opment of advanced technologies and new composite materials and catalysts with the desired 
properties [1, 2]. The methods of electron spectroscopy are unique tools of the basic research 
enabling characterization of the structure, composition, and properties of solids and inter-
faces at the atomic-molecular level.
© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
Key properties of a sample are often exposed in their responses to a core-level excitation. The 
specific responses have been discovered using the tunable synchrotron irradiation and became 
the basis of advanced techniques [3]. The X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) appears near 
the edge of photoionization threshold (XANES) and reveals the vacant state structure, while the 
XAFS beyond the absorption edge (EXAFS) exhibits the local geometry [4]. The resonant inelas-
tic X-ray scattering (RIXS) is enabled by the energy and momentum transferred by a photon 
near the absorption edge and exhibits the intrinsic excitations [5]. Resonant photoemission 
(RPES) and Auger electron spectroscopy (RAES) disclose the local electronic structure and 
correlations in a system, respectively [6]. The use of the electron impact instead of the X-ray, as 
a source of the core-level excitation, has discovered the similar effects of the conjugate electron 
excitation (CEE) [7–11]. The CEE shows itself as a set of satellites in disappearance poten-
tial spectra (DAPS), which answers to valence band (VB) structures of near-surface atoms, 
including the adsorbed species, and plasmon excitations. Experimental evidence for the CEE 
phenomenon is based on DAPS spectra, obtained from various adsorbed layers and on its 
mechanism represented by the combination of ordinary electron transitions. For example, 
plasmon oscillations are often observed by means of X-ray photoelectron (XPS) and Auger 
electron spectroscopies (AES) [12, 13]. Ionization of the VB, of the substrate and adsorbed spe-
cies, is a basis of ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) [14]. Similar satellite structures, 
above different thresholds, in DAPS spectra confirm that the core electrons are identical with 
regard to CEE transitions [7, 8]. CEE phenomena represent, in whole, the multichannel route 
for energy dissipation within the DAPS probing depth of 2–3 monolayer (ML), which does not 
undermine the general concepts in the field of electron scattering.
Novel as well as advanced technologies strongly require the next generation materials in the 
fields of tribology [15–17], hardness [18, 19], corrosion and wear performance of the material 
[20], and many others [21–23]. The progress of material science in these fields is resulted, in 
large measure, from the fundamental studies by means of modern techniques, including the 
XPS as well [16, 17, 21–23]. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a powerful analytical tool; 
however, this method is limited by the content and charge state of the atoms, while it cannot 
disclose the chemical behavior and structural features of the atoms in a sample, which are 
urgently needed in case of the multicomponent substrate. These properties and many others 
are direct products of the DFT. In turn, the DFT runs give greatly different results depending 
on starting conditions and the operational parameters, which have to be found indirectly. 
A reliable intersection between the XPS and DFT outputs would help to employ the hidden 
resources of both techniques.
The CEE phenomenon is a true multi-channel route of energy dissipation through the VB. The 
identity of electronic nature of the surface and bulk atoms allows one to suggest the similarity 
of inelastic electron scattering mechanisms on the surface and in the bulk of a solid. Then, 
the CEE should also occur, under the X-ray core-level excitation, and manifest itself in the 
XPS spectra as energy losses. The plasmons in AES and XPS spectra correspond indeed to the 
collective CEE phenomena. Highest occupied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (HOMO-LUMO) transitions, which are often used for assignment the XPS, RPES and 
XANES spectra [24, 25], are also clear CEE manifestations. The electron energy dissipation, 
accompanying the core-level excitation, is the general trend of any electronic configuration. 
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Auger transitions are particular cases of the event resulted from filling the core hole. CEE is 
another route of relaxation consisting in redistribution of the photoelectron energy through 
the accessible valence bands.
A close attention is paid to the graphite materials as essential parts of the advanced technical 
devices [26]. Fluorinated graphite serves as an intermediate of the graphene synthesis, while 
embedded with the alkali or halogen, exhibits high chemical stability, improves the anode 
activity in a fuel cell, becomes the nano-reactor or the storage nano-container of volatile com-
pounds, and so on [27–29]. We have considered highly orientated pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), 
half-fluorinated HOPG (C
2
F), and that with the embedded Br
2
 (C
2
F *0.15Br) as touchstones 
of the following concept [30, 31]. First, inelastic electron scattering, in near-surface layer and 
in the bulk of a solid, follows the same regularities. Second, the X-ray core-level excitation is 
accompanied by the VB transitions revealing themselves as the photoelectron energy losses. 
Third, linking of the XPS and DFT methods via conformity between XPS spectral structures 
and theoretical CEE transitions justifies the other DFT products related to local geometry, 
chemical bonding, and states of the atoms in a sample.
2. Experimental
Inelastic electron scattering has been monitored by the elastic scattering, using the DAPS. 
Disappearance potential spectroscopy is based on the threshold core-level excitation by an elec-
tron beam of the time-based energy Ep [32]. Whenever the incident potential exceeds the core-level energy, a part of electrons disappears from the elastic current I and provides a dip in the 
dependence of dI(Ep)/dEp on Ep. The event occurs if Ep is equal to difference between the core and vacant state energy. The spectrum shape is determined by the self-convolution of vacant density 
of states (DOS), as the destination of interacting electrons. The adsorption of test gases over the 
Auger-clean Pt(100)-(1 × 1) single crystal was performed at 300 K [33]; exposures are given in 
Langmuir (1 L = 10−6 Torr s). The Fermi level (EF) in DAPS spectra corresponds to Ep = 314.8 eV, which is close to the reference Pt4d
5/2
 core-level energy [34]. Other experimental details and the 
spectrum processing can be found elsewhere [7–11].
The XPS studies were performed on a Phoibos 150 SPECS spectrometer (Germany) using 
monochromatized Al Kα radiation (1486.7 eV). The backgrounds of external and surface energy losses in XPS spectra have been subtracted [35]. Other experimental details, the low-
temperature synthesis technique, and characterization of HOPG, pristine and fluorinated C
2
F 
can be found elsewhere [36, 37]. The Br
2
 embedding into C
2
F was performed as in Ref. [38] and 
resulted in the ~C
2
FBr0.15 stoichiometry.
3. Theoretical
Geometric parameters and DOS of the unit cells were calculated by the density functional theory 
using the Quantum ESPRESSO Software [39] and the nonlocal exchange-correlation functional 
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in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof parameterization [40]. The interactions between ionic cores and 
electrons were described by the projected augmented wave (PAW) method [41] with the kinetic 
energy cutoff Ecut = 40 Ry (320 Ry for the charge-density cutoff) for a plane-wave basis set. The Gaussian spreading for the Brillouin-zone integration was 0.02 Ry; the Marzari-Vanderbilt cold 
smearing was used [42], and the van der Waals (vdW) corrections were included [43].
The Pt DOS was calculated using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional [44] and the 
PAW with the optimized lattice constant 3.99 Å. The kinetic energy cutoff Ecut = 40 Ry and a 12 × 12 × 12 grid of Monkhorst-Pack k-points were applied.
HOPG was modeled with a bilayer C
24
 unit cell of the Bernal and Hexagonal (hex) structure 
(Figure 1) and optimized lattice parameters (a = 2.46 Å × 3, b = 2.46 Å × 2) [45].
Half-fluorinated graphite, pristine and imbedded with the Br
2
 molecule, was modeled with 
a bilayer C
24
F
12
 and C
24
F
12
Br
2
 unit cell, respectively, with the optimized lattice parameters 
a = 2.49 Å × 3, b = 2.48 Å × 2 for the hex structure and a = 2.50 Å × 3, b = 2.48 Å × 2 for the Bernal 
structure. The F was attached to C atoms all outside and half inside and half outside a cell 
(Figure 1) with 40 Bohr space between slabs to prevent the interactions. In latter case, the entry 
interlayer distance dlayer in a C24F12Br2 unit cell was taken larger by 2 Å than optimized dlayer in a 
C
24
F
12
 unit cell (in order to avoid unrealistic Br
2
F formation or F ↔ Br
2
 replacement under relax-
ation of the system), in line with experimental measurements [46]. All atoms were allowed to 
move free under an optimization of the unit cells. The Brillouin-zone integration was performed 
on a 20 × 20 × 1 grid of Monkhorst-Pack k-points [47]. The accuracy was verified by testing the 
energy convergence. The default numbers of bands were used for free bromine particles.
Figure 1. Unit cells C
24
 with the Bernal and hex structure (top panel) and unit cell C
24
F
12
 Bernal with arrangement of the 
F atoms half inside and half outside and all outside a cell. Adapted from [30].
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4. Inelastic electron scattering in near-surface layer
DAPS theory directs core and primary electrons to nearest vacant states above EF [32]. The larger is the vacant DOS, the larger is the spectral dip, and the lack of free DOS gives no signal. 
The DAPS technique discovers all channels of the elastic electron consumption, which are 
specifically related to CEE phenomena and consisted of shake-up and shake-off VB transi-
tions coupled with the threshold core-level excitation of an atom. These channels are electron 
transitions from the ground σVB to vacant DOS σVac and the vacuum level, whose probability 
W(E) is in proportion to the corresponding convolution and σVB, respectively, on the absolute energy relative to EF with a matrix element f(E, σ):
  
 W 
up
 (E)  =  ∫ 
0
 
E
  f (E, σ)   σ 
VB
 (− E)   σ 
Vac
 (E − ε) d𝜀
    
 W off (E)  = f (E, σ)   σ VB (ϕ − E) 
 (1)
The shake-off CEE moves σVB to free DOS at the vacuum level. According to the Rutherford relation  ds / d𝛺  ~sin 4 (Θ / 2) , the cross-section for the nonrelativistic scattering is efficient for small 
angles Θ [48, 49]. The probability W(E)off in Eq. (1) therefore includes one-dimensional (1D) free DOS. According to Van Hove singularities, the 1D DOS is equal to 0, infinity, and 
 1 /  √ 
_________
 E −  E 
F
 −  ϕ 
Pt
at the energies below, at, and above the vacuum level, respectively [50], as shown 
in Figure 2(a) (where  ϕ 
Pt
 = 5.6 eV is the work function of Pt(100) [51]). This provides the 
resonant CEE behavior and multiple tracing over the adsorbed species (including hydrogen 
atoms and reaction intermediates) around different thresholds [8–11]. The shake-off satellite 
of adsorbed particle is an intense peak of the 1–2 eV base-width and coverage-proportional 
intensity, which is located at its ionization potential above the Pt threshold. The DAPS spectra 
in Figure 2 particularly exhibit the σ state of the Had atom and 1π, 5σ, and 4σ states of the COad molecule, which fit published UPS data in Table 1 [52–55]. Similar accordance between the 
DAPS and UPS measurements has been found for the adsorbed O, N, NO, and NH species [7].
The Pt shake-off spectrum in Figure 2(b, c) was constructed on the basis of DFT data as fol-
lows. The VB was inverted (because the larger σVB the larger Woff(E) in Eq. (1), and the larger the spectral dip); differentiated, and shifted to the higher energy by  ϕ 
Pt
 . Adsorbed layer makes 
significant contribution into the DAPS spectrum due to superior surface sensitivity of this 
technique, whose probing depth 2–3 ML is determined by half the electron mean free path in a 
solid. The Pt shake-up spectrum in Figure 2(b) corresponds to convolution of the occupied and 
vacant d states by Eq. (1). The calculated Pt shake-up and shake-off spectra in Figure 2 are close 
to each other due to strongly localized vacant states at EF and the 1D DOS at the vacuum level, respectively, and because of domination of the equal dzx, dzy, and dxy states in total DOS [30]. An agreement between experimental and simulated spectral fragments in Figure 2 implies regular 
involvement of the Pt DOS into CEE events, as well as similar matrix elements f(E, σ) for dif-
ferent partial densities of states (pDOS) in Eq. (1) and no symmetry ban for CEE transitions.
Figure 2(b) demonstrates tracing over the adsorbed hydrogen atoms, which is beyond AES 
and XPS facilities. It is important to note that none of the satellites in the DAPS spectra was 
assigned to the interatomic CEE transition (from the VB of the adsorbed species to free state of 
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Figure 2. (a) General scheme of the CEE transitions by an example of H/Pt(100) system exposed to primary electron 
beam with energy above the Pt4d
5/2
 threshold. (b) Difference DAPS spectra obtained after exposure of Pt(100) surface to 
H
2
; colored curves indicate the Pt shake-up and shake-off satellites expected from (a). (c) DAPS spectra obtained after 
exposure of Pt(100) surface to CO; red curve shows the Pt shake-off satellites expected from (a). Adapted from [8].
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the metal atom) [8, 10]. Furthermore, the surface plasmon disappears while the bulk plasmon 
decreases on coverage in Figure 2(b) because of screening by the adsorbed layer, in contrast to 
behavior of the VB CEE satellites [9]; multiple plasmons were also detected at relevant energy 
points [7]. Conformity between the calculated and experimental data in Figure 2 indicates 
that the vacancies, at EF and at the vacuum level as well, are appropriate spots of destination of the electrons under their CEE transitions. Present consideration confirms the generality 
of CEE phenomena under the inelastic electron scattering in the adsorbed system. The CEE 
control is an additional tool of electron analyzer for fingerprinting the adsorbed layer and an 
alternative to the RPES, which requires a tunable synchrotron irradiation and special instru-
mentation [6]. Besides that, the DAPS provides the vacant state structure and geometrical 
parameters similar to XANES and EXAFS, respectively [56].
CEE satellites of the adsorbed species accompany the threshold core-level excitation of that 
neighboring atom, which is bound to the above species, while core-level energies are easily 
distinguishable. Therefore, the CEE control empowers localization of the adsorbed species 
over multicomponent surface. CEE regularities in the near-surface layer can be summarized 
as follows:
• Shake-up transitions correspond to convolution of the occupied and unoccupied pDOS of 
the same atom and likely have no symmetry ban.
• Shake-off transitions are available for the substrate atom and adsorbed species as well, 
where the former is the energy source; the 1D DOS at the vacuum level is a common VB 
destination. There is no symmetry prohibition, and the satellite structure is a VB mirror-
image with respect to EF, shifted to higher energy by the work function.
• Plasmon oscillations give evidence for the collective CEE phenomenon.
Sample O H CO Source
Satellite O2p H1s 1π 5σ 4σ
Gas 13.6 13.6 14.0 16.5 19.7 [34]
H/Pt(100)-(1 × 1) 13.7 Figure 2a
H/Pt(111) 12.8 [57]
CO/Pt(100)-(1 × 1) 12.7 13.7 18.3 Figure 2c
CO/Pt(111) 14.2 15.1 17.5 [53–55]
CO/Pt(100)-hex 13.4–15.8 16.4–18.0 [53]
O/Pt(100)-(1 × 1) 14.0 [10]
O/Pt(100) 12.7 [53]
O/Pt(111) 14.2 [12]
O/Pt(111) 12.1 [54, 57]
Table 1. Peak minima in the DAPS spectra as compared with the reference UPS data (eV).
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5. Conjugate electron excitations in the bulk of a solid
The CEE phenomena occur with high probability in the near-surface layer of 2–3 ML [7–10]. 
Electronic affinity between surface and bulk atoms assumes similar channels of the inelastic 
electron scattering under the core-level excitation, no matter by primary electrons or X-ray 
irradiation. The photoelectron can partially lose its energy for the CEE transition and exhibits 
the VB peculiarities in fine XPS spectral structure. By analogy with the above findings, CEE 
phenomena in the bulk of a multicomponent material, under the nonresonant X-ray core-level 
excitation, can be characterized as follows:
• Shake-off transitions are available, where pDOSs must be considered due to probable dif-
ference in their matrix elements. The same ground state (VB), the common destination (the 
vacuum level), and enough energy excess of any of the photoelectrons should result in 
analogous energy losses in the XPS spectra of different components of a sample.
• Shake-up transitions are available, in which the convolution should include pDOSs of the 
same atom. The VB of chemically bound atoms has no preference for a photoelectron to 
detach its energy for the CEE transition, and so similar energy losses are also expected in 
the XPS spectra of different components of a sample.
This chapter focuses on the DAPS omitting the allied threshold excitation techniques of the 
Auger electron and soft X-ray appearance potential spectroscopies, which follow the core 
hole decay and are complicated, at least, by the electron-core hole interaction [32]. In contrast, 
the DAPS fixes origination of the core hole, when the electron–hole interaction is not yet 
occurred or minimal. The same is true for energy losses in the XPS spectra because the photon 
absorption and the CEE energy dissipation can proceed at once or shortly, thus eliminating or 
minimizing the electron-core hole interaction, respectively. It is worth noting that CEE events 
are enabled by belonging of former core and valence band electrons to the same configuration 
and can be hardly detectable by electron energy loss spectroscopy, while the AES spectra are 
usually complicated by the background.
5.1. HOPG and half-fluorinated graphite C
2
F
DFT runs have revealed that density of states in Figure 3(a), obtained for the C
24
 unit cells with 
the Bernal and hex structure, are similar and close to the DOS of graphite/graphene [58]. The 
optimized C-C bond length dC-C = 1.42 Å and the interlayer distance dlayer = 3.34 Å in hex C24 also fit to those of the graphite. The Bernal C
24
 structure reveals the larger formation energy 
and smaller dlayer by ~0.3 Å due to stronger interaction between the layers as compared to hex 
C
24
 structure.
Conventional satellites at higher energy sides of the XPS spectra correspond indeed to the 
photoelectron energy consumption. The CEE approach enables complete description of the 
HOPG XPS C1s spectrum in Figure 3(b) by the combination of shake-up and shake-off CEE 
transitions.
The satellite ~5.5 eV in Figure 3(b) is assigned to a π plasmon responsible for the π → π* 
transition [59], although the standard plasmon is related to the collective oscillations of free 
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electrons missing in HOPG [60].This satellite originates rather from the shake-off than from 
the shake-up pz transition (Figure 3(b)).
There is expected similarity between higher energy tails of the (F)C1s (C is bound to F) and 
F1s XPS spectrum in Figure 4, which emphasizes the indifference of the VB with respect to 
energy source for the CEE transition. Fine XPS spectral structures above 10 eV conform well 
to shake-up (Figure 4(a)) and shake-off (Figure 4(b)) CEE transitions calculated by Eq. (1). The 
matrix elements f(E, σ) in Eq. (1) were accepted unity for a W(E) basis set, while the Y-scale 
factors in Figure 4 (a, b) evaluate f(E, σ) and the contribution of a particular CEE transition, 
in total theoretical energy consumption, to fit the experimental photoelectron energy losses.
The π plasmon at ~5.4 eV in Figure 4(a, b) is assigned to the conjugated π bonds in a chain of 
C atoms [37]. This feature fits the shake-up Cpz transition and accompanies the C1s spectrum, since the π bond is localized exclusively at the Csp2 atom, not bound to F. Similar feature 
is exhibited in the C K- and not exhibited in F K-edge XANES spectra of C
2
F [29], and the 
π plasmon is certainly not observed the XPS C1s spectrum under the lack of π-bonds [61]. 
Discovery of a similar satellite in the F1s spectrum is rather confusing because F atoms have 
nothing to do with the π bond between C atoms), but it is quite in line with the CEE model.
The base line shift relative to C1s = 285.1 eV in Figure 4 (C is not bound to F) saves accordance 
with the DFT data and enables to make a contribution to the energy loss ~5.4 eV to the other 
shake-off transitions ((F)Cpy, Fpy, Fpz). The formation energy of the Bernal unit cell C24F12 is by 0.008 eV higher than that of the hex C
24
F
12
 cell, while pDOSs of both structures are very similar. 
A sizable DOS at EF accepts plasmon oscillations that can give the energy loss at 9.1 or 12.9 eV for 1 or 2 free electrons per a C
2
F fragment, respectively [30].
5.2. Br
2
-embedded C
2
F
XPS spectra obtained after the Br
2
 intercalation into C
2
F matrix reveal stoichiometry C
2
FBr0.15 and the lack of new features compared to XPS spectra of the pristine C
2
F (Figure 4); C1s and 
F1s spectra are in agreement with the same CEE transitions as before the Br
2
 embedding. DFT 
Figure 3. (a) Partial DOS for the unit cells C
24
 with the Bernal and hex structure (px = py); (b) shake-up and shake-off CEE transitions in the unit cell hex C
24
 as compared to energy losses above the core-level energy (284.6 eV) in the XPS C1s 
spectrum of HOPG. Adapted from [31].
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studies were performed for the Bernal and hex C
24
F
12
Br
2
 unit cells #1–9 in Table 2 at the entry 
angles α
0
 = 0 and 90° between the Br-Br axis and C planes and different arrangements of the 
F atoms (Figure 1).
DFT calculations have revealed that the Br
2
 embedding enlarges the interlayer distance, but 
insignificantly affects the pDOS of the C, (F)C and F [30]. The latter conforms to chemical inert-
ness of the pristine C
2
F cell and to low Br content in the product C
2
FBr0.15 [62]. Invariant pDOS of the C and F atoms and slight change in the C1s and F1s XPS spectra, after the Br
2
 embed-
ding into C
24
F
12
 framework, restrain the correlation between XPS and DFT outputs. The novel-
ties of XPS and DFT data, which are resulted from the Br
2
 embedding, concern the bromine 
only and are considered in more detail.
Figure 4. XPS C1s and F1s spectrum of C
2
F (relative to E
Core
 = 287.6 eV and 687.4 eV, respectively; the background of 
external and surface energy losses are subtracted [35]) and shake-up (a) and shake-off (b) transitions of (F)C and F atoms 
forming the C-F bond in the unit cell hex C
24
F
12
 (all F are outside). (c) Shake-up and (d) shake-off CEE transitions for 
different arrangements of the F atoms (Figure 1). Adapted from [31].
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The difference F1s spectrum in Figure 5 exhibits a distinct structure, which conforms to shake-
up transitions of the pDOS responsible for C-F bonding and which is interpreted as the C-F 
bond strengthening [30]. It can be the case since the Br
2
 embedding weakens the interactions 
between carbon layers, which should be accompanied with the enrichment of the occupied 
DOS of C and F. Arrangement of the F atoms in a cell makes no matter for the conclusion.
DFT studies have found a set of cells C
24
F
12
Br
2
 with the optimized parameters and different 
local geometry and the state (atomic, molecular, and chain type) of the embedded Br
2
 (Table 2). 
Each of nine local structures is appropriate; no preference can be given to a particular cell from 
the conventional DFT study.Each of these unit cells is characterized by the specific Br pDOS 
structure [30]. DFT examinations of separate bromine species revealed a strong difference 
Δs-p = 0.2–1.3 eV between the weighted average energy <Es,p > of the Br s- and p- DOS, far beyond the accuracy of DFT runs ~0.01 eV (Table 2). The parameter <Es,p > was determined as E,  ∑ σ  
i
 E 
i
  / ∑  σ 
i
 and middle of  ∫ σ  
i
 d   E 
i
 for the Br atom with single, several localized, and diffused 
s- and p- DOS, respectively. In the same way, as the binding energy determines the oxidation 
rate in extensive XPS practice; the parameter Δs-p was taken as a descriptor of the Br state [30].
Species/unit cell dBrBr (Å) α (optimized) Δs-p (eV) Br state
Free  Br 
2
 0 2.29 — 12.806 Molecular
Free  Br 
2
 −1 2.89 — 12.061 Molecular
Free  Br 
1
 0 — — 12.285 Atomic
Free  Br 
1
 −1 — — 11.730 Atomic
All F out a cell (Figure 1)
#1 hex (α
0
 = 0°) 3.24 0.0° 11.66 Atomic
#2 hex (α
0
 = 90°) 2.45 51.5° 12.06 Molecular
#3 Bernal (α
0
 = 0°) 2.375 6.2° 12.32 Molecular
#4 Bernal (α
0
 = 90°) 3.18 0.1° 12.68 Atomic
#5 Bernal (α
0
 = 52°) 3.34 0.8° 12.61 Atomic
Half F in & half F out a cell (Figure 1)
#6 hex (α
0
 = 90°) 2.44 (nearest)
2.73 (next nearest)
17.4° 12.09 Chain type
#7 hex (α
0
 = 0°) 2.30 (nearest)
4.96 (next nearest)
12.9° 12.82 Molecular
#8 Bernal (α
0
 = 90°) 2.44 (nearest)
2.73 (next nearest)
17.2° 12.15 Chain type
#9 Bernal (α
0
 = 0°) 2.29 (nearest)
4.96 (next nearest)
18.7° 12.97 Molecular
Table 2. Br-Br distance dBrBr, angle α between the Br-Br axis and C-planes, and difference Δs-p between the weighted average Br s- and p- DOS in free species and unit cells C
24
F
12
Br
2
.
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For the unit cells with all F atoms outside, the minimal deviations Δs-p of 0.02, 0, and 0.04 eV make preferable the cells #1, #2, and #3, respectively (Table 2). Moreover, in case of the large dBrBr (the Br-Br bond is lost), the difference Δs-p in a cell should be close to that of free  Br 1 0. Otherwise (the Br-Br bond retains), the difference Δs-p should be close to that of the  Br 2 0 species. In this case, 
dBrBr for cell #1 (3.24 Å) and cell #2 (2.45 Å) is adequate to the lack of the Br-Br bond in  Br 1 −1 and to the eigenvalue of  Br 
2
 
0 (2.29 Å), respectively. On the contrary, the cell #3 should be ruled out, 
because its dBrBr = 2.37 Å indicates retaining the Br-Br bond while the  Br 1 0 specimen, with nearest Δs-p, has no bond. Finally, the cell #2 wins the cell #1 in the formation energy (Table 1). Besides, the reaction C
24
F
12
 + Br
2
 → C
24
F
12
Br
2
 is endothermic for cell #1, in contrast to other cells [30].
The bromine pz- and s- shake-off transition conforms to the nonresolved 5–12 eV fragment and ~20 eV shoulder of the Br3d spectrum in Figure 6(a), respectively. The higher energy parts of 
the XPS Br3d, F1s and C1s spectra are similar [30], but they do not correlate with any of the 
Br CEE transitions. This indicates such a bonding between the Br
2
 molecule and the C
2
F frame 
that provides the Br3d photoelectron energy losses via CEE transitions of pDOS of the C and 
F atoms.
DFT calculations for the unit cells C
24
F
12
Br
2
, with the F atoms half inside and half outside a cell, 
have revealed two stable Br
2
 states. The first state, in cells #7 and #9, corresponds to Br
2
 pairs 
(Table 2), which are separated from each other in the adjacent cells and exhibit the same Br-Br 
distance dBrBr ~2.29 Å as in a free Br2 molecule. The second state (cells #6 and #8) corresponds to Br arrangement as the chain, in which dBrBr ~2.44 Å within a unit cell is larger than in a free 
Figure 5. Difference XPS F1s spectrum (F1s C
2
F was subtracted from F1s C
2
FBr0.15) as compared to shake-up VB transitions for the unit cells C
24
F
12
Br
2
 (a) #2 and (b) #6 in Table 2 with different layout of the F atoms (Figure 1).
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Br
2
, while nearest distance between the Br atoms of the adjacent cells 2.73 Å is smaller than 
the nearest intermolecular distance in a solid Br ~3.37 Å [63] and still enough for the vdW 
interaction [45]. There is no visible difference in the Br pDOS of cell #6 and #8 (chain type Br), 
while there is a few difference between the Br px and py states for cell #7 and #9 (molecular Br
2
). Finally, the weighted average Δs-p values are line with the molecular Br state for cells #7 and #9; the state close to  Br 
2
 
−1
 for cell #6; and the intermediate, between  Br 
1
 
0
 and  Br 
2
 
−1
 , Br state for 
cell #8 (Table 2).
The ~20 eV shoulder in the Br3d spectrum in Figure 6(b) conforms well to shake-off transition 
of the s-state in unit cells #8 and #9 with different arrangement of the Br atoms, and there is 
no solid reason to give preference to a particular cell. The shape and location of the 5–12 eV 
spectral fragment in Figure 6(b), with due regard to the baseline of this energy region, are 
consistent with a comparable mixture of CEE transitions calculated for the unit cells #8 and #9. 
According to DFT data, there is a little difference between cells #6 and #8 (chain type Br) with 
respect to the shake-off py transition, while the cell #6 wins #8 by ~5% in the formation energy. On the contrary, using the cell #7 hex instead of #9 Bernal (molecular Br
2
) results in larger 
discordance with the XPS data due to their specific px structure. Finally, the unit cell C24F12Br2 #6, with the chain type Br layout, is preferable among others, whereas the energy losses in the 
Br3d XPS spectrum suggest a mixture ~1:1 of unit cells #6 and #9.
Experimental data have reported the angle α ~30° between the Br-Br axis and C-planes and 
the molecular Br
2
 state for similar to C
2
FBr0.15 systems [38, 46]. The current combination of XPS and DFT outputs suggests possibility of the chain like bromine arrangement, which can 
Figure 6. Br3d XPS spectrum of C
2
FBr0.15 as compared to relevant shake-off VB transitions of the Br atom in unit cells with different F layout (a) #2 (hex), and (b) #8 and #9 (Bernal).
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be realized in appropriate experimental conditions. Besides, the experimental angle (~30°) is 
close to the weighted average (~29°) of α = 51.5, 17.4, and 18.7° in Table 2, which have been 
found for the most probable unit cells #2, #6, and #9, respectively.
6. Outlook
Any novel approach, including the CEE model, can be truly evaluated by a benefit from its practi-
cal application. By an example of the graphite based materials, the chapter has shown how a con-
fluence of the XPS and DFT data can provide additional information on chemical behavior, local 
geometry and state of the embedded Br
2
 molecule and of the other atoms in a sample. A similar 
treatment can be useful in the field of surface engineering as well, because just a deep knowledge 
on chemical behavior of a sample can disclose the mechanism and dynamics of its wear perfor-
mance, thus facilitating the development of advanced materials. The valence band of chemically 
bound atoms is insensitive to a photoelectron, whose energy it uses for the CEE transition. Then, 
in the case of the multicomponent materials, agreement or disagreement between energy losses 
in the XPS spectra of some atoms can be a descriptor of the presence or absence of chemical 
bonding between these atoms in a sample [17, 19, 22]. Moreover, the state of any component can 
be traced through change or invariability of the satellites in its XPS spectra, obtained in the course 
of external influence, thus revealing a wear performance of the material. In case of a “simple” 
material, the reliable structural data can be used as starting conditions for the appropriate DFT 
run, which gives comprehensive information on a sample at the atomic level [16, 18]. Extensive 
use and practice of the XPS and DFT techniques make the CEE analysis easily accessible.
CEE control in a coordinated XPS and DFT study is characterized by the following obvious, 
verified, and hidden resources.
• Comparison of fine XPS spectra with the calculated CEE transitions can provide the local 
geometry and bond types in a sample from conventional DFT facilities. The occurrence 
and consequence of bonding between atoms can be also determined, because the core-level 
excitation of an atom is accompanied by CEE satellites of the next one only within the 
integrated valence band.
• The multiple CEE controls (around different XPS peaks) facilitate the data interpretation, 
while individual sets of the core-level energies improve studying of the multicomponent 
materials.
• Hydrogen tracing by the XPS, as a specific CEE satellite above the core-level energy of the 
other sample component, is possible without a contradiction with XPS principles.
• The CEE control is available for samples of any conductivity, because the photoelectron 
energy losses are linked up to the XPS peak regardless its apparent core-level energy.
• The valence band structure in the XPS spectra differs from that obtained by the nonde-
structive and theoretical methods. The CEE event is nondestructive as well, because the 
valence band absorbs only a part of the photoelectron energy for a CEE transition, omitting 
a destructive force of the incident X-ray impact.
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7. Conclusion
Primary collecting of the extra data by a routine technique is always desirable. This chapter 
highlights a rational model that gives a chance to realize this desire using the conventional 
XPS and DFT outputs. The model is based on following statements.
• Electronic configuration of the atoms in a solid holds the traps for the energy absorption, 
such as valence band electron transitions; and the core-level excitation of any origin fills 
those traps forming the multiple channels for energy dissipation.
• These channels can be traced by the XPS, as the photoelectron energy losses, and by the 
DFT, as the valence band electron transitions. This pattern does not conflict with general 
concepts of electron-solid interaction and has been well verified in model studies of Pt and 
graphite-based materials.
• Intersection of the XPS and DFT outputs carries out two duties. First, it rejects those DFT 
results which do not conform to the fine XPS spectral structures. Second, it justifies the 
assignment of the refined DFT data, related to an appropriate unit cell, to a given XPS 
sample. As a result, the correlated XPS and DFT study discloses hidden potentialities of 
both techniques and provides the extra data on chemical behavior and local geometry of 
the atoms in a sample.
• The procedure of a coordinated XPS and DFT study being highlighted can provide a 
deeper insight into the mechanism of wear performance of the material, thus facilitating 
the development of advanced composites.
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Acronyms and abbreviations
AES  auger electron spectroscopy
CEE  conjugate electron excitation
DAPS  disappearance potential spectroscopy
DFT  density functional theory
DOS  density of states
pDOS  partial DOS
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1D DOS  one-dimensional DOS
EXAFS  extended X-ray absorption fine structure
HOPG  highly orientated pyrolytic graphite
1 L  1 Langmuir, one second exposure of a gas at pressure of 10−6 Torr
ML  1 monolayer coverage of the adsorbate
PAW  projected augmented wave method of the DFT
RAES  resonant auger electron spectroscopy
RIXS  resonant inelastic X-ray scattering
RPES  resonant photoemission electron spectroscopy
Ry  Rydberg, atomic unit of energy close to 13.6 electron volts
XPS  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XAFS  X-ray absorption fine structure
XANES  X-ray absorption near edge structure
UPS  ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
VB  valence band
vdW  van der Waals correction, operating parameter of the DFT
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